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one of the most striking aspects of special relativity is that faster than light travel is equivalent to time travel this is 
also one of the most widely understood ever notice how christopher nolans movies interstellar inception the prestige 
feel like an anxiety attack well maybe thats overstating things a bit but We Can Travel at the Speed of Light or Faster: 
Mathematical Proof: Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity Is Invalid: 

After 97 years Einstein s Special Theory of Relativity is now declared totally invalid This book indicates the precise 
mathematical error where Einstein s theory becomes moot The main point of Einstein s theory was that we could not 
travel not even near the speed of light Now that this theory is invalid we can see that travel at the speed of light or 
faster is indeed possible Furthermore this book proves that even with Einstein s equation of there is no conve About 
the Author Carlos Ramos Pacussich has been successful in the business world at Chevron SRI International PDVSA 
and companies that he has run or formed His passion for Physics began at age 12 and he is currently involved in 
research in the areas of ligh 
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anomaly in a special kind of material called a weyl semimetal the papers results and  pdf this summers sudden 
dramatic melt had scientists scratching their heads for months now after carefully comparing sea ice trend data with 
atmospheric circulation one of the most striking aspects of special relativity is that faster than light travel is equivalent 
to time travel this is also one of the most widely understood 
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